Abstract-In this work we derive a novel framework rendering measured distributions into approximated distributions of their mean. This is achieved by exploiting constraints imposed by the Gauss-Markov theorem from estimation theory, being valid for mono-modal Gaussian distributions. It formulates the relation between the variance of measured samples and the so-called standard error, being the standard deviation of their mean. However, multi-modal distributions are present in numerous image processing scenarios, e.g. local gray value or color distributions at object edges, or orientation or displacement distributions at occlusion boundaries in motion estimation or stereo. Our method not only aims at estimating the modes of these distributions together with their standard error, but at describing the whole multi-modal distribution. We utilize the method of channel representation, a kind of soft histogram also known as population codes, to represent distributions in a non-parametric, generic fashion. Here we apply the proposed scheme to general mono-and multimodal Gaussian distributions to illustrate its effectiveness and compliance with the Gauss-Markov theorem.
I. INTRODUCTION
We propose and investigate a method allowing to approximate the distribution of the mean from distributions of input samples, i.e. population distributions. It is applicable in image processing and computer vision methods allowing to derive population distributions explicitly. The key ingredient we focus on here is a special sharpening process converting the 'input' distribution into the 'output' distribution of the mean.
As example class of suitable image processing methods we consider smoothing methods, but other methods may be considered as well. Smoothing methods can be formulated aŝ
where f is an input image, A is some linear or non-linear, non-negative filter, andĝ is the desired filter output. Nonnegative means that if f is an M -pixel image represented as a vector f ∈ R M , then A is a M × M -matrix A ∈ R M ×M with non-negative entries, only. Examples for such adapted filtering are not only iterated or non-iterated local robust smoothing methods [1] , [2] , but also diffusion-like regularization schemes [3] , [4] , [5] often fulfill the non-negativity constraint. Clearly, f may be a gray value, color, or spectral image, and A may also include additional value or color transformations or projections. Here, we consider g being a scalar-valued image and explain how to derive population distributions.
For simplicity let us use image denoising as illustration example, where from a noisy, observed input image f a noise-reduced output imageĝ shall be calculated using prior knowledge on noise-free images (as e.g. in [4] , [6] ). In such estimation approaches the desired result is given as the locationĝ of the maximum of a suitably constructed posterior distribution p(g|f ), andĝ is called 'maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate'. Such estimatesĝ are 'point' estimates, as only a single value (or point, here a single imageĝ ∈ R M ) is derived from the underlying distribution.
The variance of such a point estimate can then be derived using methods like the Cramer-Rao lower bound [7] by essentially estimating the curvature of the probability distribution p at the maximum locationĝ, more exactly at the distribution mode selected by the estimation scheme. When interested in more than a point estimate and its variance, e.g. in the number of modes in the distribution, Monte-Carlo methods like Gibbs sampling [8] or bootstrapping [9] can help. Bootstrapping samples the distribution ofĝ, by running the estimation process (i.e. here the denoising algorithm) on different samples of the input distribution f 1 , ..., f N . In our image denoising example, one may have N images showing the exact same static scene (represented by the noise-free image f 0 ) but with different noise realizations η 1 , ...η N such that f i = f 0 + η i . The N realizations ofĝ are then samples from the sought for distribution. However, using a reasonably small N , samples may not suffice to well represent the M -dimensional distribution p(ĝ). However they may suffice to derive M marginal distributions, one at each pixel location x, i.e. an independent distribution for eachĝ(x), e.g. represented as a 1d histogram. Even though simple and effective, in most application scenarios one does not have multiple images of the same scene and, obviously, computational complexity is N times the complexity of the underlying estimation algorithm.
We propose a method approximating the pixel-wise marginal distributions of the mean working with a single input image, only. Any non-parametric soft-histogram method can be used to represent the distributions. We use a channel encoded image for this (explained in Section II), i.e. each pixel contains a special soft histogram called 'channel representation' [10] , [11] . Smoothing the channel encoded image yields population distributions for each pixel location (cmp. Section III, and see [2] , [12] ). Each population distribution is then sharpened with our proposed process introduced in Section V. Sharpening distributions is not new. A straightforward approach to reduce the variance of a value distribution is by squaring and normalizing the density [13] . Performing this on channel representations has the drawback that density mode locations are biased towards channel centers. An approach to reduce the bias is to reconstruct a continuous representation [14] . Despite its simplicity, squaring and normalizing the signal does not only sharpen modes, but e.g. if the distribution is bimodal the mode with larger amplitude will suppress the smaller mode, as will be illustrated by our numerical experiments. An alternative to simple squaring is to iteratively increase the channel resolution similar to a scale-pyramid [15] . However, the end result depends on the number of channels, number of scales in the scale-pyramid and finally the number of iterations. In both of these approaches, there is no guarantee that the density after sharpening will adhere to initial assumptions.
Own contribution: We present the first sharpening method respecting the GM theorem, i.e. we derive a method for reducing variances of all modes in a distribution in the sense of robust statistics. An iterative scheme is proposed establishing a sharpening process. Our main contribution is to use the GM theorem to statistically motivate a framework reducing the variance of an estimated multimodal density.
II. CHANNEL ENCODED IMAGES
The channel representation is a special soft histogram. Like storing a value u in a histogram means setting the respective bin weight to 1, encoding a value u in channels means setting (several) channel weights w i according to
whereû i denotes equidistantly spaced channel centers, and B is a basis function with compact support. B is selected such that C i=1 w i = 1, when encoding a single value. This ensures that encoding multiple values in the same channel representation can be done by summing their respective weights, as with normal histograms. For simplicity, throughout this work, B is assumed to be a B-spline of second order with compact support [−3/2, 3/2], but other selections are possible.
As an example Figure 2 shows an intensity value u = 2 corresponding to non-zero weights given by the basis functions located atû i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Reconstructing a single observed value u from the channel weights w i is done by a linear combination of the C channels
where
T denotes a decoding window. If K i = 1, ∀i then the decoding describes a one-to-one mapping in relation to the encoded and decoded value, i.e.ũ = u. For multiple encoded values, their mean is reconstructed. However in practice, when several values have been encoded in the same channel representation, K is chosen to be a local decoding window, centered at a local maximum, reconstructing a local weighted mean, i.e. the local center of mass. This results in a robust decoding scheme. A channel encoded image with M pixels consists of M channel representations, one at every pixel location. Thus weights of each channel i form M -pixel images
III. FROM NOISY IMAGE TO POPULATION DISTRIBUTIONS
An input image f (x) is represented as an channel encoded image with weights w i ∈ R M . The population distribution for each pixel is then derived is two steps. First matrix A from (1) is normalized row-wise such that the maximum value in each each row is 1, i.e.Ã = DA, where D is a diagonal M × M -matrix with D ii = 1/ max j A ij . This corresponds to each locally applied smoothing filter being normalized to maximum 1. The sum over a filters' values, i.e. the sum over a row of A corresponding to location x, then gives a lower bound to the number of samples (pixel values) used to calculatê g(x). In a second stepÃ is applied to each channel,w i (x) = Aw i (x). Please note, thatÃ is fixed by (1) 
IV. MINIMIZING VARIANCES IN GAUSSIAN PROCESSES
The aim of our method is to sharpen each of the above derived pixel-wise distributions individually. For now, let us assume a mono-modal Gaussian distribution (Figure 1 (a) , blue line), i.e. let g i be a given observation for i = 1, . . . , N where N is the number of observations and g = (g 1 , . . . , g N ). Let η be additive normal distributed Gaussian noise with parameters of zero mean and variance σ 2 . Then the given observation can be described by g i = g 0 + η or in matrix notation
which is a special case of the so-called general linear model [16] . The unknown parameter to be estimated is denoted by g 0 whereas H describes the number of measurements N . By increasing the number N of measurements g i , the variance of the distribution of the estimated meanĝ will be reduced. This relation is clarified by the Gauss-Markov (GM) theorem, which states that the covariance Cĝ of the estimatorĝ of g 0 decreases quantitatively with the number of measurements used
or here, as C is diagonal with C ii = σ 2 , and H as in (4), we get σ 2 g = 1 N σ 2 for an arithmetic mean. Whenĝ is estimated as a weighted meanĝ = i α i g i , then
The distribution of the meanĝ thus generally has smaller variance and by this is a sharpened version of the input distribution, cmp. Figure 1 (a) , red line. The depicted sharpened density is optimal in the sense of GM. Because of the limited amount of data the resulting density will not get sharper. Thus, when implementing sharpening as a process, it needs to stop suitably.
We observe, that the input Gaussian distribution (Figure 1  (a) , blue line), u ∈ N (µ, σ), can be transformed into the output distribution (Figure 1 (a) , red line),û ∈ N (µ, σû), according to a linear transformû
with slope s = ( i α by our method in red. Transforming values in a channel representation means moving weights from one channel to another. Thus sharpening a mode means moving weights belonging to that mode towards the mode (i.e. its center). For a channelrepresented multi-modal distribution we need to (a) find out which channel belongs to which mode (i.e. the local µ in (7)), and (b) how many samples belong to that mode, i.e. the local slope s. To do so, we set up an iterative process.
V. A SCHEME FOR SHARPENING MULTIMODAL DENSITIES
To obtain a sharpening process for an arbitrary distribution we perform for every channel positionû i a local decoding, yielding for every channel i ∈ {1, ..., C} a valueũ i . This decoding is followed by encoding the valuesũ i , yielding new channel weights. Compared toû i , asũ i is a local center of mass,ũ i is shifted towards the local mode, i.e. 'up-hill' in the distribution. Local decoding and encoding are iterated. Local decoding means that eachũ i is obtained by decoding with a different kernel K i , centered at channel positionû i , according to (3) . By this procedure we get a sharpening process which can be steered at every single channel position by the size (and shape) of the decoding kernel (or window) K i . This sharpening process is ad hoc. However, the advantage is the possibility to steer the sharpening by selecting K i . In this work, kernels K i are assumed to be truncated Gaussian kernels. Their variance σ Ki is derived such that the process conforms with the GM theorem, as shown next.
To derive the estimation of optimal kernel sizes, let us for a moment assume to use the same decoding kernel K for all channels. The larger K, the lower is slopes of the function transformingû i intoũ i . In the extreme case σ K → 0 valuesû i are reproducedũ i =û i , i.e. slopes = 1. This is consistent with (6), as then only one of the values K i is different from 0 and thus, according to the normalization in (3), the corresponding α i = 1, all others are 0. This means σ 2 g = σ 2 . In the other extreme case σ K → ∞ we getũ i as the mean over the whole input distribution, no matter where we center K, i.e. slopẽ s = 0. This is not consistent with (6), as then from (3) we get
because all values K i ≈ const. in the interval where w i are non-zero. Consequently
To find an optimal kernel for a channel i we calculate slopess and s (blue and green lines in Figure 1 (b) , respectively) as a function of kernel variance σ Ki . For this we calculateũ i using (3) and gets using finite differences. GM-conform slope s we calculate combining (3), (6) and its definition from (7)
Starting from σ Ki 0 with increasing σ Ki we select the first kernel where eithers = s or wheres has a first minimum. A minimum indicates that kernel K i reaches into a second mode.
Figure 1 (a) shows a unimodal distribution which has been sharpened with the proposed method. In (c) the ideal slope given by the GM Theorem can be seen in green. The corresponding rate of change of the given distribution at the current channel position can be seen in blue in (b). The position where the optimal kernel size is determined is chosen to beû i = 100. The dot in (b) indicates the chosen standard deviation which fits the GM slope. By looking at the given signal in (a) we observe that the chosen standard deviation of around 13 (and therefore the kernel size) mainly includes all information of the signal for the sharpening process.
VI. ITERATIVE SHARPENING OF MULTIPLE MODES
The presence of multiple modes requires the consideration of mixed distributions when modes overlap. Here we consider a bimodal distribution. Figure 3 (a) shows a distribution encoded in 37 channels (black crosses) and the corresponding continuous reconstruction which is done using the maximum entropy method described in [14] . Other reconstruction methods are possible but this is outside the scope of this paper. In the same figure the selected kernel used for sharpening is shown at the channel position of around 85, the standard deviation (approx. 11) of this kernel was obtained from the point indicated in (b). We selected this location since it is the local minimum of the slope of the corresponding sharpened distribution. Because of the shape of the given intensity distribution the optimal change of weights cannot be obtained in a single step but in several iterations. In terms of relation to the distribution, it means if the kernel variance is increased then mass from the neighboring mode will be collected which is an unwanted effect. Figure (c) shows the relative change of the weights for the selected kernel. At the indicated position it is clear that the slope of the sharpened distribution conforms with the slope of the GM theorem. As expected this only holds in a neighborhood around the current position. In practice we store all standard deviations for the sharpening kernels in a vector. Before sharpening, to avoid artifacts due to numerical approximations, we smooth the vector with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation corresponding to the mean of the vector. Figures 3 (d)-(f) show the sharpening result after one, two and three iterations. We compared sharpening by the novel GM formulation and simple squaring of the distribution, which we call the standard method. The standard method was applied to both the continuous representation of the density as well as its discrete sample points. It is clear that the approach yields a strong bias towards the channel center when considering the discrete samples. This is visible in the mode with higher amplitude. For the continuous representation the bias is not severe. However as the number of iterations increases the relative mass distribution between the two modes changes such that the mode with larger amplitude suppresses the smaller mode. We observe that the GM sharpening process does not suffer from the mentioned drawbacks.
VII. CONCLUSION
A method for reducing the variance of single modes in multimodal distributions has been presented, which is in agreement with the Gauss-Markov theorem. The derived sharpened distribution is therefore an approximation of the distribution of the local mean of the corresponding mode. We have shown in numerical experiments the superior performance of our approach compared to sharpening by squaring, and that our proposed scheme indeed yields an optimal sharpening of multimodal distributions.
